Which school does your child attend?
2,620 responses

- 18.9% Pioneer VAPA Elementary School
- 15.8% Pine Grove STEM Elementary School
- 12.2% Jackson Elementary School
- 11.1% Sutter Creek Elementary/Primary School
- 10.2% Ione Elementary School
- 9.1% Plymouth Elementary School
- 7.9% Ione Junior High School
- 6.1% Jackson Junior High School

- 4.6% Amador High School
- 4.2% Argonaut High School / Triгла Education Center
- 4.1% Independence High School
- 3.7% North Star Independent Study School
- 2.8% Community Court School
Do you support returning to the classroom for in-person instruction when we are eligible, based on the California Department of Public Health guide...that option for the remainder of the school year.

2,620 responses

- Yes, I believe we can safely return to classrooms and my child would return to the physical school campus when allowed to do so.
- No, I think it's too soon and my child would continue with distance learning.

Would you be able to get your child to physical school if transportation by a school bus is not feasible because of the 6 foot distancing requirement?

2,620 responses

- Yes
- No